
Minutes from TASC meeting , Windsor, Ontario Canada August 24, 2019 

In Attendance: Erika Lindner, Betty Hazle, Charlotte Davis, Lina Zapata, Victoria 
Montedonico, Laura Montes, Esther Croes, Patricia Vila  

Regrets: Margo Mountjoy, Rose Cody, Jorge Ruiz, Lilianne Grenier, Lourdes de Goncalves 

1. Proposal to implement fee for Federations not bringing Judges to our competitions.

	 - effective immediately there will be a $1000 fee ($250.00 for 4 or less swimmers, 	 	
	 $1000.00 for 5 or more swimmers) on the registration form for Federations       

	 not bringing a judge with them.


	 The fee is to provide a judge for the entire competition. 

	 Clarification - the TASC prefers a judge that is neutral if possible with no conflicts. The 	 	
	 judge shall also not come from the Host Country.


*exemption would be for Federations that do not have a judge on the Fina or Uana list.


- The judge fee shall be included on the entry forms for all future summons. Entry deadline on 
registration forms will need to be 2-3  months prior to the event so that the Host has ample 
time to book additional Judges travel


- Athletes will not be allowed to compete until payment is received by Host Federation


Once collected the host must pay for the airfare and hotel for the added judge after being given 
information on which judge has been chosen by the Judges Subcommittee and approved by 
the commission.


- Unanimously passed by the TASC


2. Going forward the Annual Summons for the AS Competition will include Judges Meeting 
times on the schedule. The detailed schedule of competition will also list only 2 panels for 
figure events.


-summons shall also include the music routine information sheet to be completed by Team 
Leaders


3. Proof of Sport Document

- a document confirming nationality equivalent to the Fina form is needed and shall be added 

to the summons and registration package

- Host Federation will be allowed to provide photocopies of athlete passports or Birth 

Certificates

- The above items shall be added to the summons commencing in 2020


4. Miscellaneous

- Going forward the TASC shall wear khaki pants (if selected to judge TASC must wear white 

pants)

- TASC and Meet Manager must receive final schedule prior to the start of the meet

- Entire TASC needs to arrive one full day before Federations arrive at future meets so that 

there is ample time to meet and handle all issues concerning the competition ahead of time




Judges Subcommittee Recommendations  
1. All judges must be a citizen of the country you are representing and hold a passport from 

that country (passed by the commission in June 2019

2. Yearly competition shall have an evaluator paid for by UANA

3. Evaluator shall not be from the host country and at least every other year will be from out of 

continent

4. PAG will not count as the out of continent evaluator

5. No shorts allowed for judges, capris only that are past the knee

6. Open competition to all countries starting in 2020. Non-UANA countries will be listed in 

Open results and awarded as such

7. No prelims for any routine events going forward

8. In 2021 potentially add the highlight routine



